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possessed of every practical significance. Even Freud
allows the dream a teleological role as the "guardian of
sleep"1, although for him its prospective function is
essentially restricted to " wishes ". The practical character
of unconscious tendencies, however, cannot be disputed
a priori, if we are to accept the analogy with other psycho-
logical or physiological functions. We conceive the
product of the unconscious, therefore, as an expression
orientated to a goal or purpose, but characterizing the
objective in symbolical metaphor2.
In accordance with this conception, the constructive
method of interpretation is not so much concerned with
the basic sources underlying the unconscious product,
or with the mere raw materials as such, as it is with the
aim to raise the symbolical product to a general and
comprehensible expression s. The free associations of the
unconscious product are thus considered with a view to a
psychological objective and not from the standpoint of
derivation. They are viewed from the angle of future
action or inaction; their relation to the conscious situation
is thereby scrupulously considered, for with the com-
pensatory conception of the unconscious its activity
has an essentially supplementary significance for the
conscious situation. Since it is now a question of an
anticipatory orientation, the actual relation to tiie object
does not loom so large as in the reductive procedure,
which is preoccupied with the actual past relations with
the object. It is much more a question of the subjective
attitude, in which the object merely signifies a sign of the
subjective tendencies. The aim of the constructive method,
i Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams.
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